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ABSTRACT 

Project objectlre» were to:    (l) determine the Svord 

Fish hydrodynamlc yield, depth of hurst, tine of hurst, and 

surface zero position;  (2) determine the effects of reflec- 

tion and refraction on the dynamic pressures; and (3) deduce 

the Svord Fish hurst bubble history. 

Measurements of the undemater dynamic pressures, using 

piezoelectric pressure-time gages and magnetic-tape recorders, 

were made at five stations at horizontal ranges from 3,100 

to 20,250 feet.   Gege depths varied from 20 to 2,000 feet. 

Ball crusher peak-pressure gages were used as backups at 

three close-in stations at gage depths from 25 to 1,000 feet. 

Tlme-of-arriral data was recorded at one station at a range 

of 23,800 feet.   Ninety-four percent of the tape records and 

ninety-one percent of the ball crusher records yielded usable 

data. 

The results of the shot, fired under the particular 

conditions of Sword Fish, were as follows: 

1.   The hydrodynamlc yield was found to be equivalent 

to The depth of burst was 690 * 10 feet. 

The time of burst vas calculated to be 2002:05:909 * .005 GMT, 

11 May 1962, about 39.809 seconds after the launch (zero) 

time.    Geographical surface zero position was not determined 

by the project. 



2. Rtfrtcti« «fftcti vere detected In electronic pres- 

•ure »eMuremente »t ranges of over U,000 feet. Mechanical 

{■«et ihowed refraction effects even as close In as 3|120 feet. 

3, Ho bubble pulse vas detected. 

k.   The bottom reflection, at ranges over 6,U00 feet, 

nas stronger than the direct vave. 

Computer codes especially developed for this situation 

vere employed in the analysis; they »re adaptable for the 

analysis of future test results. 



PREFACE 

Shot Svord PIA KM *n unden«t«r veapon tffectt t«it 

conducted in the Pfcdflc Ocean off the iouthwest coa.t of 

the united States in May 1962 M P^t of Operation Dominic. 

Snord Pish vai the first fully operational test of the Bavy's 

»ntisdwarine rochst (ASROC) veapon syste« in ifcich a nuclear 

var reserve weapon was expended.   Weapon effects infonsatlon 

of importance to the adyancement of surface ship capahlllty 

to conduct nuolear antisubmarine varfare vas obtained.   An 

overall description of the test efforts and a suanary of 

preliminary results may be found in the Sword Fish Scientific 

Director's Sumnary Report, which Includes general Information 

such as location and time of burst and a guide to Svord Pish 

reports (Reference 18). 

7-8 
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CHMTER 1 

IHTRODUCriON 

1.1 OBJECTIVES 

Th« obJectiTei of Project 1.1 vere to: (l) determine 

the Svord Fish hydrodynamlc yield, depth of buret, time of 

burst, and -surface xero position ; (2) determine the effect 

of reflection and refraction on the dynamic pressures; and 

(3) deduce the Svord fish burst bubble history. These were 

to be accomplished ty nakii« underwater dynamic pressure 

measurements. 

1.2 BACKDROUHD AHD THEORY 

Skta from tvo prerlous underwater nuclear explosions 

In deep nater are available. Operation Wigwam (References 

1, 2, and 3) prorlded basic Information for comparing nuclear 

and high exploslres under water. Refraction effects on the 

shock «are, erldence of a condensing bubble (Reference 2), 

bottom reflections of the shock vave, and cavltatlon closure 

pulses vere reported. Wigvam data vas the only deep vater 

information arallsble for establishing operational conditions 

for the application of nuclear weapons. Because of the 

13 



cavUxXtj of the rvitm txplosioo tfftctt «id thtlr Inttr- 

action« *lth th« huU and equipm«t of ihlpt, Shot Wihoo «a« 

flr«d during Op«»tlon Hardtack to rarlfy pt^dlcttd tffoets 

upon targrt Teasels.   Test conditions nere arranged to facili- 

tate nsasurement of bottom reflection, cavitation closure, 

and primary shock wrt effects on ship targets.   The selected 

site vas orer a sloping bottom, and the weapon was suspended 

at a preset depth. 

Many of the desired records of undermter pressure 

(References U and 5) vere not obtained from Shot Vahoo 

because of malfunctioning equipment and operational losses. 

Records vere not obtained at enough locations to permit more 

refined refraction predictions or to Improve understanding 

of the cavitation closure phenomena.    Ho bubble pulse was 

detected on the records; however, since the bubble would 

have migrated to a position very close to the ocean's surface 

before emitting the pulse, the pulse, if it did occur, might 

have been nasked by surface  cutoff    (reflection as a negative 

pressure wave from a free surface).   The importance of the 

priaary shock wave after reflection fron the ocean bottom, 

especially If focusing has occurred, was brou^it out during 

Operation Wigwam.   Shot Wahoo was fired under conditions of 

bottom depth and contour that pr .uced reflection effects 

on target vessels; however, the conditions were unfavorable 

for producing significant focusing effects, and none were 

reported. 
14 



Svord Flih was intended to provide reiults for coogperi- 

■on with Wigwua free-field neasurenenti, provide a foll-icale 

refraction effect for eonparison with laboratory and theoreti- 

cal work, permit further study of bulk-cavitation closure, 

and provide bottom-reflected shock wave characteristics. 

The Sword Pish bubble pulse was expected to be difficult 

to measure because, as for Wahoo, the bubble would have 

migrated to a shallow depth before completing its first 

osdllAtlon. For Wigwam the approximate time of maximum 

contraction was indicated by a sharp-fronted wave imposed 

upon the normal rounded bubble pulse. The sharp-fronted wave 

was attributed to the impact of the top and bottom of the 

bubble during the beginning of vortical motion. A similar 

sharp wave or perhaps multiple sharp waves were expected 

from the Sword Fish bubble. In the absence of such waves, 

source location and perhaps even detection of the rounded 

pulse would be impossible, and this result would be taken 

as evidence that the bubble had not collapsed as expected. 

15 



CHMTER 2 

PROCaffiüBE 

2.1 EXPERIMEHCAL ABRASSEMEÄTS 

Figure 2.1 shows the pUnned locations, relative to the 

target float, of the five stations at *ich underwater pres- 

sure aeasurements were to he nade. Figure 2.2 shows the 

»ctual location of surface zero and the instrument stations 

at shot time, as deduced from aerial jhotograjhs, shock wre 

arrival times, and radar plots. 

Table 2.1 lists the planned gage depth, type, and size 

for each of the six stations. The data from the electronic 

pressure-time (EFT) gag^s at five stations w recorded on 

magnetic tape in recorders *iich were originally built for 

Hardtack and extensively modified for use on Sword Fish. 

The recorder at Station 6 was a Sony Sterecorder, Model U&D. 

One recorder was located at each station. For all stations, 

generally uniform spacing of gages was decided upon, since 

the effects of refraction and any unexpected tfienomena could 

be detected better than if lump placement of gages at two 

or three depths had been used. The latter arrangement would 

only have checked the accuracy of the gage and recording 

system and assured data from one specific point in case of 

16 



Allure of a flngl« S*&*   *»• closely ijeced gages »t ■hal- 

low depths nere used «hen »ore information in that region 

ws deemed rltel. 

Data from Stations 1 end 2 vere to be used prltaarlly 

In determining the depth of burst, yield, bubble period, and 

bubble migration. Secondarily, they vould provide infornatlon 

on the bulk caritation closure and the bottom reflection. It 

vas Judged that the value of data vould rapidly degenerate 

for the primary purposes as the horizontal range increased. 

The tvo stations were mutual backups to allow for normal 

dispersion in projection placement of weapons. Station 1 

would be better if the hurst were more remote than expected; 

Station 2 should have recorded and survived if the burst were 

near enough to Just sink Station 1. The deep gages would 

produce records least distorted by surface cutoff and refrac- 

tion effects and, with the shallow gages, would provide long 

baselines for depth-of-burst and bubble-migration measurements. 

Cata from Station 3 «as primarily to provide e»ct free-field 

pressure Input to the towed target vessel for shock and damage 

evaluation. Information on refraction would also be obtained. 

Station k was to provide data on refraction effects and the 

bottom reflection as well as shock input data to the towing 

vessel. Station 5 «as to provide shock input data to the 

delivery vessel, or, if a change in delivery vessel ws 

17 



MCtswry, to an equlf»l«t rttMl •ialltfly titimtad reU- 

tlTt to the txploilon. Station 6 mi to prorlde airlral-tlai 

data at a rather remote location. 

2.2 UBIRWEIHATIOH 

Most recording Instrumentation used for Svord Pish had 

heen used for Operation Hardtack except that, ifcere time 

permitted, modifications were Bade to improre reliability 

and to facilitate use in the field. Replacement and nev 

parts selected for use on Svord Pish are described below; 

equipment not altered or redesigned is mentioned for identi- 

fication, and further description can be found in Reference 5» 

^.g.l BaU Crusher QMM. Ball crusher (BC) gages hare 

been used for many years to measure the peak pressure from 

undeniater explosions. Pressure, transmitted through a pis- 

ton, presses a soft copper ball against an anrll, causing a 

permanent defonaatlon of the ball. The amount of deformation 

is a function of the hydrostatic pressure at the gage loca- 

tion, the shock mre peak pressure, the time constant of the 

subsequent pressure decay, the area of the piston, the mass 

of the piston, the mass of the gage, and the particular prop- 

erties of the copper sitoere that was used. The design of 

the BC gage with O-ring seals as used on Sword Pish is 

described in detail In Reference 5» 

18 



Instead of using four gtges per block as described in 

Reference 5, three gages were mounted on a block, and the 

fourth mounting hole m» used for attaching either a piezo- 

electric gage bracket or a bracket to hold the electric 

cables.    Blocks vere placed at 25-foot spacing at depths 

from 25 to 1,000 feet at Stations 1, 2, and 3«   Two sizes of 

ball were used:    3/8-lnch diameter for expected pressures 

over TOO psi and 5/32-inch dianetar for expected pressures 

from 300 to 1,500 psi.   Station 2 was expected to be in the 

region of overlap between 700 and 1,500 psi, so both ball 

sizes were rised there.   Blocks carrying gages with 3/8-inch- 

dlameter balls were alternated on the support cable with 

blocks carrying gages with 5/32-lnch-dlameter balls. 

Balls are usually calibrated by dropping weights on them 

and also by slowly loading them with a known force to deter- 

mine calibration constants for conversion of deformation 

readings to pressure.   Thus, two separate calibrations are 

made for each group (or lot) of balls. 

One equation for converting deformation readings to 

shock mve pressure (assuming that the time constant of the 

■hock «ave is very long compared to the reaction time of the 

gage) is: 

p .   dm + JLO . p (2.1) 
r     25A       2^ o 

19' 



When: P • the shock pressure, psl 

K ■ the dynainic force "constant", pounds per foot 
d 

X ■ the final, measured deformation, inches 
s 

A   ■ the area of the piston, square inches (O.196 

for Sword Fish gs«es) 

X   - the initial defonnation caused by the hydro- 
0 

static pressure, inches 

P   ■ the hydrostatic pressure, psl; it Is equal to 
o 

about O.UWt Do 

D - the depth to vhich the gsge is lowered, feet. 
0 

The dynamic force constant is defined by: 

K, - ^ (2.2) 
d  A2 

Where: E ■ energy dissipated in deforming a ball, foot-pounds 

A * permanent deformation of the ball, feet 

The constant, K , is determined for each ball size by 

dropping various carefully weighed steel bars through meas- 

ured distances onto balls located on an anvil. The equip- 

ment Is described in Reference 6. The weights used prior 

to 1962 had been lost, so new ones were manufactured and 

weighed before use. 

usually, a plot of the square root of the energy versus 

deformation was constructed. A best straight line was then 

drawn through the calibration data points and the slope of 

20 



this UM wd to detemdn« Kj.   The lint wiy not have paeeed 

through the origin of the graph.   In analyzing the Svord Plih 

recordu, vhich had relatiTely n»U defornatione, it ym.B 

found that the »seumptlon of a conrtant Kd ws inadequate. 

(Also nhen the deformation is very large, the assumption is 

not adequate, see Reference 7-)   Instead, the ratio of twice 

the energy to the deformation squared (Kd by definition) as 

determined from the calibration drops for each measured 

deformation, X , vas used.   The Talues of K   are shovn in 
m 

Figure 2.3 and obviously are not constant with deformation; 

therefore. K^ should properly be referred to as the "dynamic 
'  d 

force coefficient" rather than "dynamic force constant . 

The value of the initial ball deformation, Xo, in Equa- 

tion 2.1 has usually been calculated on the assumption that 

it is a linear function of the hydrostatic pressure.   The 

equation is: 

(0.1M D^ A) 

o T x . u—., 0 (2.3) 

in vhlch K is a static force constant In pounds per foot. 

K vas determined from data obtained by placing groups of 
8 

assembled gages in a pressure chamber and slowly raising the 

pressure to a measured value (Reference 2).   After pressure 

release, the gages were removed, and other groups were loaded 

to other pressure values.    Since the process w cumbersome. 

21' 



rtl»tiT«ly few prtMur« 3*r«li «wt u«td.  ft« »wwrtd dtfor- 

mtioos utrt then plotted ai a function of the applied force. 

The elope of the beet straight line throutfi the polnte deter- 

mined K .   It va« taunm that the true line ws not etraight. 
e 

After Sword Flah, new static calibration« were performed 

using a different method. Bell« were deformed by pre««ing 

them «gainst an aorll placed on the table of a platform scale. 

A nonrotating, screw-actuated plunger ws used to apply the 

force. The resulting deformations and those produced by 

hydraulic loading of assembled gages were found to be com- 

parable. 

The use of a platform scale as a force-measurlng device 

was not entirely satisfactory in that balance-type scale« 

hare mxlmun sensitivity itoen the «y«ten is oscillating 

slowly about the balance point and the indicator point is 

oscillating slowly past the scale index line. When essen- 

tially loaded by an inelastic Jack load, the sensitivity is 

greatly decreased. However, with slow appUcation of the 

load and careful centering of the indicator point on the 

scale index line, the observed sensitivity of the balance 

used was found to be adeauate for ball-deformation callbra- 

tlca use. Because of the convenience of operation, the 

platform balance did mate possible easy acquisition of defor- 

mation readings at numerous load levels. 

It was noticed, as has been observed in calibrations 

over the past 10 or 15 years, that deformation was not a 

22 



linear function of the force.   The date »re •howi In Figure 

2,^ end the difference hetveen the response of the tvo hell 

sizes is reuertoble.   The prerious date had been too sparse 

to show the effects revealed here. 

Because of this evidence, it was decided to use values 

of X   obtained from the calibration data rather than values 
o 

calculated from a linear function. 

Since X   (certainly for the 3/8-lnch-diaoeter balls, 
o 

and perhaps for the 5/32-lnch-dleaeter balls) becomes zero 

at a finite depth, it has been assumed in the Sword Pish 

data analysis that Po also becomes zero at the same finite 

depth.   This assumption is in turn based on the assumptions 

that both X   and P   are used together in the hydrostatic 
o 0 

correction and that elastic deformation that does not produce 

a flat on a ball does not affect subsequent dynamic deforma- 

tion.   Thcnigh these assumptions are unproved, the fit of the 

data at Station 2, where two bell sizes were used, does not 

disprove them.   At depths of 200 to 300 feet, the hydrostatic 

response of the large and small balls are »arkedly different, 

and incorrect application of hydrostatic corrections should 

cause the pressure values derived fron the two ball sizes 

to be more divergent than is apparent (see Figure k.2). 

The use of nonlinear calibration curves was found to 

be essential to give consistent results in analyzing the 

Sword Fish data; it is unfortunate that such curves were not 

more frequently used In the paet. 
23 



preiwrt-time gaeei (PE) of th« typtt uwd during Optratlon 

HardUek wer« used.   The sit« of gage uaed at each place ^as 

determined by the capacitance of the cabl« connecting the 

gage to the recorder, the predicted preesure at the gage 

location, the time constant of the recording system desired, 

the capacitance in the cable termination unit, the combina- 

tion of leakage and input resistances, and the roltage desired 

at the recorder input.   Gages vere statically calibrated 

(Reference 2).   After mounting on cable (0.270-inch O.D. 

antimicrophonic cable manufactured by Simplex Wire 4 Cable 

Co.),they vere exposed to the underwter shock vaves from 

tvo detonators to reduce the first-time gage effect (Reference 

8).   All gages and their attached cables vere tested hydro- 

staticalOy to check the natertightness of the cable Jacket 

and gage coating.   No dynamic calibrations vere made prior 

to the operation. 

After the field phase of Svord Fish vas concluded, 23 

of the 28 touimline gages used were statically recaUbrated 

on their cables at 100, 300, and 500 psi.   The other five 

could not be calibrated, as used, because of low resistance 

or open leads.   Two were remounted and subsequently recali- 

brated.   These calibrations are given in Table 2.2. 

Eighteen dynamic calibration shots were then fired, and 

198 records (including those from hydrophones) were obtained. 
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Thwe f Izef of tapered Une charge nere uied to obtain etep 

shock varei of »»50-to 900-p»ec duration vith plateau preeeure 

level! ranging from 110 to 1,320 pel.   MeaBurements vere made 

off the small end of the charge, *ere detonation ms started, 

at distances ranging from 2 to 25 feet.   Charges neighing 

k and 9 pounds were cast of 50/50 pentollte In metal tubes 

Vhich were left In place as a permanent casing.   Bare charges 

weighing 5 pounds were cast of 50/50 pentolite in a reusable 

metal mold.   The abore charges were 1*8, 5^» and 27 Inches 

long, respectiTely. 

Five lA-inch-dlameter, four element, wax-coated gages 

(the type used in underwater tests of high explosives by the 

Underwater Explosions Division of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

(NOL)) were used as "standards". 

They determined the pressures in the calibration shock waves 

as they would be measured In a conventional high explosive 

comparison series.   Ho more than four of these gages were 

used on any shot; the fifth gage was either under repair or 

held In reserve. 

Shock waves measured by one standard gage at three pres- 

sure levels are shown in Figure 2.5.    The records are fairly 

typical of those obtained using standard gages.   Also shown 

are comparable records obtained by l/2-inch, l-l/8-lnch (four 

pile), and 2-lnch tourmaline gages used on Svord Fish. 

The effect of gage sixe is particularly evident in the 
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raoothlng of mil lrr«gul»riti«s on th« ihock mrt »ad th« 

longer rise tia« ^en rocorded W * 2-inch gage.   It ia 

teeauM of theM efftcts that the tapered charge, rather than 

a silierlcal one, !• uaed in dynamic callhration shot».   Even 

■o, the comprxison of preerore level» U not cl«*r cut.   The 

height of a ftraigbt line through a portion of the presiure- 

tine curre at a »elected tine after the mid-point of the 

initial ri»e w u»ed to detemlne the re»pon»e of the »peci- 

nen gage.   The pre»«ure na» «easurrd »imilarly on th» »tandard 

gage record».   The gage conatant (K/V, yucouloinWpei) '«» 

the »peclmen'gage vaa then calculated using the oea»ured 

preaBure, known circuit constants, and system calibration 

(Reference 9).   Measurements of impulse and Independent meas- 

urements of pressure by different people yielded comparable 

value». 

At first    gages were placed at distances such that the 

plateau pressure in the calibration »hock «ave w» comparable 

to the peak pressure measured on Sword Fish.    later, gages 

vere placed at other ranges to determine their output linearity 

a» a function of pressure. 

The result» from the teat» were most discouraging.    The 

•tandard gage» did not yield reproducible results—on one 

shot a gage vould yield a higher value of pressure than its 

peer»; on the next »hot it might be the lowest.   The differ- 

ence in the pre»»ure value extreme» on a «ingle »hot averaged 

about 12 percent.   The Sword Fi»h gages also showed great 
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.cstter.   In addition, «any «hwad unexpected nonllnewity 

if the average value obtained ftron the standard gagee mt 

considered correct. 

Because the changes in dynamic response of the Svord 

Pish gages vere large compared to the changes in static 1Ä 

that vere Beasured, tuo shots in the series vere fired in 

ifcich gages vere covered vith unicellular foa* rubber.   The 

purpose «as to eiminate the sharp shock front rise and 

replace it vith a more gradual rlae.   If the suddenness of 

pressure rise vere a factor in determining the gage dynunic 

response, tben gages exposed to a gradual rise should yield 

more uniform results.   Though a more gradual rise vas attained 

and though there «as some indication of imprcvenient in the 

uniformity of pressure measurements, the improvement vas 

neither consistent nor substantial. 

After considerable study, it vas realized that the 

standard gages vere behaving as tourmaline piezoelectric 

gages had been for many years but that the Svord Pish gages 

vere vorse than usual and that some shoved nonlinearity 

clearly for the first time. 

The output of each gage relative to the average of the 

standard gages «as plotted for each shock vave exposure as 

a function of the average pressure recorded by the standard 

gages.   A series of one or more straight line segments vas 

then dravn to represent the gage calibration.   ?y linear 

extrapolation, these segments vere extended from zero pel 
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to 10,000 pti, thou«h the «xlBum presture meMured In th« 

tywnle ctUteatlon «• tbout 1,500 p.i,Kul the mlnlBum pr.i- 

ture w* about 110 pii.   Extrapolation In both dlwctioni 

ws deilwd for conrenienc« In machine conputatlon. 

The coordinate points of the straight line segments are 

given in Table 2.2 and constitute the dynamic calibration 

data for the Svord Pish tourmaline gages. 

(U)    0.9.^   Lead Zir»™^ HvdroAones.   On Station k, at 

depths of 375 feet or more, lead xirconate hydroihones 

Transducer Type LC-10, Atlantic Research Corporation (ARC), 

Alexandria, Virginia, were used because tourmaline gages nere 

of insufficient sensitlyity to produce an acceptable signal 

level.   Gages vere vulcanized on lengths of cable furnished 

to the gage ««mfacturer, who also calibrated the gages (see 

Table 2.3).   An ARC Type LC-32 hydrophone was used at Station 

6. 

After Sword Fish, four of the IC-IO hydrophones were 

dynamicaDy calibrated with four of the saoe shots with ^Ich 

tourmaline gages were calibrated.   The hydrophones were then 

recalibrated statically at pressures of 25, 50, 75, and 100 

psl.   All calibrations indicated that the hydroihones were 

nonlinear.    Pronounced hysteresis was observable on some of 

the dynamic calibration records as failure of the record 

trace to return to hydrostatic pressure after passage of the 

shock wave.    Dissection of these hydrophones showed cracked 

or shattered piezoelectric elements.   Table 2.3 contains the 
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hydrophone calibration data. 

o.o.k   ElBetrf-"1 gggosdjag Eauiwnent.   Six of the 

seventeen Hardtack recorders ^ere »odlfled for use on Svord 

Pish; one of these served as a spare and vas not used.   The 

units are 10-channel magnetic tape recorders, with eight 

channels being used to record pressure data; the other tvo 

are used for a timing signal and a reference signal.   The 

reference signal is used in playing back the records to 

reduce noise caused by tape speed variations. 

The tape transport mechanisms, recording heads, and 

basic mechanical chassis of the Hardtack recorders vere used 

«ith no changes.   All other components of the recorders vere 

redesigned and modified in various degrees in order to improve 

the reliability, efficiency, and convenience of operation of 

the recorders. 

After returning from the field, it vas realized that 

the two systems driving the recorder-the capstan drive and 

the tape take-up reel drive-contained gears Which ran at 

slightly different speeds.   The teeth In each caused a cycli- 

cal tape speed variation.   The net tape speed variation was 

a result of the beating of the two gear trains.   Though 

electrical compensation using the reference frequency was 

very effective, the remaining noise signal was, at best, 

about     3     percent of the full-scale data signals.   For 

smaller signals, the proportion of noise to signal was pro- 

portlonally greater.   Since the Svord Pish pressure levels 



wre 11 lower th*n expected (becauee the ASROC missed the 

target), the gear noise had very serious effects on data 

analysis. Many of the techniques described else^ere in this 

report vere devised to minimize the Interference of the gear 

noise with the data. 

Changes vere made in the modulators and cathode follower 

aoplifiers for the piezoelectric gages to make the modulator 

frequencies less dependent on gage resistance and the main 

battery voltage used to power the equipment, ftese changes 

eliminated the problem of base frequency instability, ^ilch, 

during Hardtack, necessitated making frequent adjustments and 

caused the complete or partial loss of a number of channels 

of data. The modulators vere further modified to reduce 

their pover consumption. 

One data channel each at Stations 1 and 2 vas reserved 

for use by Project 3-1, "Studies of Shock Motion of Hull and 

Equipment". Also In support of the shock measurements at 

these stations, some simple mechanical accelerometers were 

used (see Appendix). 

No frequency-modulated gage outputs of the Wlancko type, 

such as were used on Wlgvam, were used. 

As before, there were tvo time-base generators in each 

recorder. The former 2-Hz pulse generator vas replaced by 

a 10-Hz electrically driven halance-vftieel clock movement and 

pulse-shaping circuit. The output of this was superimposed 

upon one data channel; the square wave shape of these pulses 
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simplified separatton of the data signal from them. The 

Hardtack sealer, vhich generated outputs of 10 kHz, 1 kHz, 

100 Hz, and 10 Hz, vss replaced by a 360-Hz self-powered, 

electrically driven tuning fork vstch movement (Bulova Accu- 

tron) driving a pulse-shaping circuit. The frequency of this 

unit was accurate to one part in 15,000 (Table 2.h).   The 

timing unit also Incorporated a fiducial generator, vhich 

translated a fiducial pulse from a radio receiver Into a 

shift in the base level of the 360-Hz pulse train, and also 

turned on the 10-Hz signal by means of a gate circuit. The 

fiducial generator served to prevent interference with the 

timing signal by spurious signals occurring after the fidu- 

cial pulse, and also simplified finding the location of the 

fiducial on the recorded tape. 

The reference generator was the same as that used during 

Hardtack except that the frequency \«s reduced from 50 kHz 

to about 32 kHz (Table 2.U). The former frequency »s 

unnecessarily high for compensation of tape-speed-tarlation 

frequencies that were present. Lowering the frequency also 

insured better recording of the reference frequency, ifcich 

resulted in fewer dropouts on the tape. When used as a time- 

base, the reference frequency was calibrated with the Accutron 

output at the sane part of the tape. 

The dynamotor power supplies were replaced by transis- 

torized dc-dc converters of greater reliability and efficiency. 
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A« B+ r«gu2Ator circulti mn ■odlfled   to ■»InUln r«guU- 

tion at low battery roltagM and to incraato reliability. 

The theml delay relayi used to allow filaaeot warwp vere 

replaced by more dependable trentiitorlxed delay circulti. 

The batteries ueed to power the recorderi were composed 

of new nickel-cadnlum cells with the ssse capacity rating as 

those used during Hardtack, but with different dimensions 

requiring construction of longer battery cases.   Tvo batteries 

instead of three were used In each recorder because of the 

better cell quality and approximately 35-percent reduction 

in power requirements.   A new battery-charging circuit of 

Increased convenience and efficiency was used. 

The calibration multiple step generator was replaced 

by a calibration ramp generator of a new design.   This new 

transistorized unit provided increased reliability, more 

uniform calibration signals, and greater accuracy by elimi- 

nating errors due to nonlinearities in the modulators and 

nonlinearities in the playback system. 

The generator automatically applied a single calibration 

step and a single saw-tooth (ramp) voltage to the input of 

•ach data channel.   The step was an ordinary MQ step" (Refer- 

ence 9); however, the duration of the step was made of such 

length that capacitative coupling effects occurred in the 

input circuit and the input voltage dropped to a negative 

level *ien the step was terminated.   After a very short pause. 
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the »mp vaa applied. Starting at the negative voltage fol- 

lowing the termination of the step, the voltage was increased 

linearly with respect to'time to a level above the highest 

expected signal and then was, abruptly returned to zero (see 

Figure 2.6). Sufficient time was then allowed for the input 

circuit to recover before the data signal voltages were applied. 

Use of the ramp is Illustrated in Figure 2.6. Times are 

measured using the timing channel (or in mechanical analysis, 

the reference channel). 

To determine a pressure, the following equations arc 

used: 

T - T 
E --2_2E (2.10 
p  T - T  c F  s   o 

Where:    E    « data signal, volts 
P 

T   « time at vhlch projection of data deflection 
P 

crosses ramp 

T   « time at \iiich projection of base line crosses 
o 

ramp 

T   s time at which projection of step deflection 

crosses ramp 

E   » calibration signal, measured, volts 
c 

and: 

P - Ep jgf (2.5) 
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Vhere: P ■ transient pretsure in mter, p»i 

C • standard capacitance, farads 
■ 

KA ■ gage calibration, coulombs/psi 

In actual use, the step base line and the data base line 

might not be identical; in this case, To for the data would 

be used in the numerator of Equation 2.U. Effects of system 

nonllnearity, assuming a linear gage output relative to pres- 

•ure, are effectively eliminated by this method of calibration 

and record reading. 

The sequence timer used during Hardtack vas eliminated 

and its functions incorporated into the control unit. The 

control unit was simplified by using a minus-10-minute signal 

from the radio control to turn on the filaments and a signal 

at launch time to start the tape transport. Internal delay 

circuits were included to operate the bias supply and cali- 

bration generator. At about 100 seconds after launch, the 

control unit turned off all power and blew a fuse to prevent 

further operation. If the tests were cancelled at any time 

prior to the reception of the launch signal, the recorders 

would turn off and be ready for another cycle. After receipt 

of the launch signal, relays in the control units locked in, 

and the recorders could not be stopped. Delay of the launch 

signal for several minutes would not affect the operation of 

the recorders. 
Minor rewiring of the recorder chassis and test units 

«as done to accommodate the above changes. 
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2.2.^   The PlAvb>efc Syttm.   Tht playback system (Refer- 

ence 10) used on Svord Pish in the field «as that ^lich had 

been used on Hardtack.   A minor modification vas the repack- 

aging of a transistor preamplifier and its relocation on the 

taye transport to minimize noise pickup. 

After return from the field, the decision vas made to 

modify the playback to permit simultaneous processing of all 

channels.   The Sanbom Model 150 four-channel heated stylus 

recorder vas replaced by tvo 7-channel dc amplifiers Model 

1-162A, mnufactured by Consolidated Electrodynamics Cor- 

poration, feeding a 24-channel string oscillograph, Minneapolis- 

Honeyvell Visicorder Type 1612.   The zero-signal dc output 

level at the data sampler output vas set at zero using a 

potentiometer vhich replaced part of the output-stage-load 

resistor.   Removal of sampler-generated transients and carrier 

frequency noise vas accomplished by use of simple filter 

capacitors from the output to ground.   Additional pover sup- 

plies vere required to operate all channels simultaneously. 

Permnent records of the galvanometer light traces vere made 

on i*ioto-*ensitive paper and developed chemically.    Deflec- 

tions of several inches vere obtained vithout loss of frequency 

response. 

2.2.6   Electronic Pressure-Tim* Record Analysis.    The 

use of a computer to calculate pressures, etc., from the Svord 

Pish records vas necessitated by nonlinearlties in the record- 

reproduce systems and in the gage calibrations.   The paper 
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record! produced by the Vlslcorder (Section 2.2.5) vere 

wed using a Telereadex analog-to-declml conrerter.   Starting 

at a pretsure vave arrival, readings ver« made at integral» 

of either 1 or 0.1 timing unit (approximately 0.0027776 

second   per unit).   The value of displacement of the record 

trace from a reference trace at each point was punched on an 

IM card.   Ihe calibration ramp and step were similarly meas- 

ured.   Separate cards containing gage dynamic calibration 

data (Section 2.2.2), calibration capacitances, step voltages, 

and time increments were punched. 

A program was written by W.H. Faux. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

(NOL), for the IBM 7090 computer to convert the measurement on the 

cards to the desired physical values.   In the computer, each pres- 

sure reading was compared with ramp readings, and the voltage 

necessary to achieve the reading was computed.   Starting with 

the KA value for the particular gage at 10,000-psi pressure, 

and using calibration capacitance and the computed voltage, 

the pressure was calculated.   By successive approximations, 

the calculated pressure and the pressure at *ich the gage 

calibration was selected were brought reasonably close together. 

This pressure value was one output of the machire; It also 

calculated the log10 of the pressure, the Incremental impulse, 

and the incremental energy.   The latter two items were added 

to preceeding totals so that the five primary printed outputs 

were pressure, log.Q pressure, total impulse, total energy. 
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and time.   Impulse, energy, and time were given as the total 

to the measured point from the first reading.   Shock vave 

pressure and logl0 pressure as a function of time vere mech- 

anically plotted to aid in the determination of the shock 

vave time constant. 

(U)     3.3.T   tteehanize^ D>ta Analysis.   After the work described 

in the previous section had been completed, another method of 

machine analysis became available *hich more fully and more 

directly used the information on the original tape records. 

The reference frequency that was recorded at shot time 

was calibrated against the 360-Hz time base recorded at shot 

time.   The voltage output from a data channel at playback 

time vas sampled at the reference frequency and each sample 

digitized and recorded in digital format on a new tape. 

Step, ramp, and pressure record were all digitized. 

The digitized data were used as input to a computer 

program that smoothed the data where necessarv; estabUshed 

base lines; detected the presence of the three functions: 

step, ramp, and shock (or other desired pressure pulse); and 

finally, using the essential parts of the Faux program, com- 

puted time, pressure, log of pressure, impulse, and energy 

and printed them in table form. 

The pressure output values from the digitizing program 

were also recorded on magnetic tape.   This tape then supplied 

input to a data reduction program.   The data reduction pro- 

gram: 
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1. Calculated the time constant by progressively making 

a least square fit to regenerated log of pressure versus time 

data at increasing tines. 

2. Calculated the extrapolated peak pressure assuming 

that the recorder rise time prevented the true peak pressure 

from being ohserved.   The extrapolation vas based on the best 

fit line obtained in "l" above. 

3. Noted the time at vftiich the elapsed time and the 

current time constant were equal. 

1*.    Reported the values of impulse and energy at that 

time. 

5. Computed and tabulated reduced pressure and reduced 

time values vhere the standards were the extrapolated peak 

pressure and one time constant. 

6. Prepared instructions for mechanical plotting and 

recorded them on magnetic tape. 

The mechanical plotter could make plots of pressure, 

log of pressure, impulse, energy, and reduced pressure versus 

time.    It could also make a plot of reduced pressure versus 

reduced time. 

The principle virtues of the mechanlzed-data-reduction 

we that the sampling rate was about 80 tines that of the 

manual data reduction, and the effect    of gear and other noise 

on the analysis was greatly reduced.    Rather than guessing or 

•stimtlng vhich part of the data should be used, all of 

the data was used. 
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CoMlderabl« flexibility «as built Into the system so 

that the tnalyst had rariou» Input options (tape or card»), 

choice of saaplln« rat«, opportunity to override the calcu- 

lated time constant or calculated peak pressure, degree of 

smoothing, and choice of plots, or none.   Print out from only 

the digitizing program vas available without running the data 

reduction program. 

Figure 2.7 and Table 2.5 are given to permit comparison 

of results obtained by nanual and mechanical reading of the 

Sword Fish data. 

3.2.8   Mechanical Support and Rigging-   The same general 

types of gage placement, gage suspension, and recording instru- 

ment protection that were used during Hardtack were used for 

Sword Fish.   Changes were made to expedite gage setting, mini- 

mize water drag on the cable bundles, simplify servicing of 

the electronic gear, and protect instrumentation against 

specific hazards noted during Hardtack. 

When Willow *as first proposed, the glass-foam-filled 

lower compartments of all the Hardtack instrument containers 

were cut off so that the containers could be used below decks 

on YC barges.   The remaining Instrument chambers, although 

less buoyant, would float. 

Experience during Operation Hardtack showed that a two- 

directional shock-absorber system was necessary at close-in 

stations to prevent damaging rebound of the instrument con- 

tainer.   The Hardtack instrument protection system used two 
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absorber elements to reduce any upward   shock to not more 

than 5 grarlties acceleration at the container.   For Stations 

1 and 2 (dose-ln) on Svord Fish, the sane system «as used, 

but one of the elements vas inverted (see Figure 2.8) to 

protect against downward shock.   Though only one absorber for 

upvard shock remained, the maximum expected acceleration at 

the instrument container *as about 3-75 gravities because 

the container weights were reduced from 600 pounds (Hardtack) 

to 1*50 pounds (Sword Fish).   If the weight had not been 

reduced, the maximum acceleration would have been only 2.5 

gravities.   The -allovable cone travel due to shock loading 

was reduced from 5 to 2 feet because less than 8 Inches of 

travel was used under the most severe conditions on Hardtack. 

On three ship stations, the Instrument containers were 

placed on thick foam rubber and held down by three shock 

cords or manila rope.   The electrical cable entry into the 

container ^as bolted on without any quick release mechanism, 

since no ship was expected to sink. 

As during Hardtack, the multi-gage strings were supported 

on l/2-inch non-twist wire rope.   At Stations 1, 2, and 3, 

electrically driven winches previously used on Hardtack were 

used to lower the cables.   At Stations 1 and 2, winch power 

was supplied by gasollne-engine-driven generators; at Station 

3, by the ship's auxiliary plant.    At Station 1*, a ship's 

vlnch that had adequate cable capacity w used.   At Station 

5, the gage string ms short enough to be preassembled and 
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set as follows:   The string and it. sinker vere Ushed hori- 

zontally to the side of the ship.   The head of the string 

vas secured, and the sinker «as lovered by the ship's winch 

using a 3/8-inch wire-rope cahle.    Vhen the gage string 

reached a vertical altitude and supported the sinker, the 

lowering cable was slacked off, transferred formrd, and 

secured so that it towed the sinker while the ship was under 

way.   At Station 6, the single hydrojtoone was lowered hy hand. 

On Stations 1, 2, and 3, all EPP and BC gages were Jointly 

supported by single wire ropes.   No safety cable was provided 

for saving the BC gages if the l/2-inch wire rope broke. 

Brackets for attaching both PE and BC gages were similar to 

those used on Hardtack; however, new types of frames were 

used for attaching the PE gages and cables to the BC blocks 

(see Figure 2.9).   The new bracket permitted use of the BC 

gage block cable clip to support the PE brackets.   To mini- 

mize snagging during handUng, and water drag \*en set, the 

electrical cable bundles were sheathed with solvent-sealed, 

zipper-type, vinyl Jacketing. 

Because the cables were expected to be supported over- 

board for only about 2^ hours, outboard suapension of the 

cables as was used on Hardtack was replaced by suspension 

from steel chain directly alongside the ship or barge. 

Special attachments were made for fastening the l/2-inch wire 

rope to the chain so that, when fully lowered, only the chain 
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would be under load \)here ch»flng could occur.   The electri- 

cal «Ale bundle and loose iteel cable vere led fore and aft 

along the side of the vessel so that they could not be pinched 

or rubbed by the chain.   At Stations 1 and 2, the bitter ends 

of the steel cable vere taken off the vlnch and rigged as a 

safety line In case the chain should break and, also, for 

possible transfer to an LCM for recovery purposes. 

Location of the gage strings on the starboard side of 

the platforas and ships on vhlch they were suspended was as 

follows:    (l) Stations 1 and 2, 12 feet from stern;  (2) 

Stations 3 and 5, ship'* Frame 135;  (3) Station k, ship's 

Frame 63; and (M Station 6, cobbler's shop. 

2.3    PRESHOT OPERATIONS 

The experimental arrangements were worked out in January 

1962 for a May firing date.   Work then proceeded at NOL on re- 

visions of the Hardtack recorder design and detailed planning of 

the various stations.   In February,  orders were placed for long- 

lead-time supplies.   Preparation of gages was commenced by an 

NOL group at the Naval Ordnance Station.  Indian Head.  Maryland. 

This group also prepared the winces and commenced refurbishing 

the Hardtack recorders.   Shop work was done at NOL preparing 

instrument supports, cable connectors, and other hardware. 

On 14 March, the first shipment (winces, hardware, 

generators,  and ball crusher gages) was dispatched to San Diego. 

On 22 March,  cable for hydrophone installation was sent to 

Atlantic Research Corporation, Alexandria,  Virginia. 
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On 30 March, the .econd shipnent (electronic recorder, wd 

hardware) was sent to San Diego. 

Beginning on 5 April, project personnel in small groups 

reported at the Saval Repair Facility. San Diego, CaUfornia, 

for field vork. At Indian Head, vorh on the piezoelectric 

gages and cable bundling was completed on 8 April. On 13 

April, the final shipment, vhlch Included the Hardtack play- 

back system, vas sent to San Diego. On 2k April, the last 

project personnel reported; and on 26 April, the project was 

ready for participation in the sea trials. 

During the sea trials, each station *as manned by the 

personnel to be assigned for the shot. AH functions were 

performed, except that very few gages were actually lowered 

Into the water because the hazards of setting and recovery 

vere too great to risk with the irreplaceable gages and cables. 

Upon completion of sea trials, equipment was readied for the 

actual operation. Tvo project personnel were assigned to 

each station and wmt to sea on the ship carrying that station. 

In addition, four to six ship's personnel were assigned to 

help in the setting of each station. All electronic recorders 

vere loaded with tape, batteries were charged, and all internal 

adjustments made before departure. 

2.k   SHOT OPERATIONS 

Final preparations were «de on 9 May 1962, and all 

equipment «as ready for a ihot on 10 May. Most project 
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operation« proceeded on echedule, though WM del«y occurred 

at Station 1. 

The ihort delay, ifcich *as caused by difficulty in making 

up the array, did not affect the «cheduled ihot time. After 

the countdown paeeed the minui-lO-minute tiae, a eeries of 

holds occurred ^ich expended a total of about Iß minutei 

of running time from the recorder batteries. Though restarting 

the cycle at minus 10 minutes vould have been possible, the 

reliability of the e<iuipm«nt vas feriouely impaired. It ws 

also thought that the zero (launch) time signal had been sent, 

vhlch would have,run the tape transports; therefore, the proj- 

ect advised postponement of the shot. 

A number of courses of action were possible, but the 

decision was made to recover all gear. During tb;- operation, 

the electrical cables at Station 1* were CM; ^ the ship's 

propeller, but all gages were recovered. The rabies *ere 

subsequently spliced. Upon reentry, It wa discovered that 

improper rigging had dropped the instruw,. container at 

Station 2 to the deck. Superficial checks and repairs were 

made and the unit returned to service. A spare recorder 

could not be made ready by the next day, and complete testing 

of the daj»ged unit at sea was not possible. When the BC 

gages were examined, it was noted that many appeared to have 

leaked. This was attributed to permanent set of the 0-ring 

seals under the rubber waterproofing membrane. The set was 

caused by the long period (about 60 days) between gage 
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Miembly and use. SOM gagts vere driad and reloaded, others 

vere drained and retealed, but most vere merely tightened 

as they vere being set the next day. 

On 11 May the operation was repeated, starting 1 hour 

later in the morning but with the same scheduled shot time. 

Since the tovline was assembled more expeditiously, the proj- 

ect was ready ahead of schedule, and the shot went as planned. 

During the recovery operations, the towed array was left 

slack for a vhile and later towed on a course to starboard, 

somevhat across the wind. This caused the USS BMJSELL and 

the platforms to ride against the rertlcal gage strings, 

preventing recovery at the USS BAUSELL for at least 6 hours. 

At about 2-1/2 hours after shot time, the platforms were washed 

down and recovery accomplished In about 2 hours, despite 

the unfavorable towing course. Most damage to the gages and 

cables was caused by rubbing on the sharp bottom corners of 

the platforms. 

Because of severe twisting, the lower section of the 

electrical cables at Station 1 had to be cut to permit recov- 

ery. After the platform stations were secure, the tow was 

detached from the USS BAU3ELL and the string there recovered 

at about 2000 hours. Project personnel, though their work 

ms completed by 1730 on U May, were either in I£M boats 

or on the platforms from about 1330 on 11 May until OOltO on 

12 May. 
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2.5 POSTSHOT OIERATIOIB 

Th. H^tack pl*yb»ck nulpMnt nas activated and all 

tapes played back vlth various paper speeds to obtain an 

overall picture of *at results vere obtained and also >&at 

jhenomena vere slsniflcant at the various stations. The 

BC gages vere opened and the balls «easured. AH equipment 

in usable condition (or reparable) that vould not be required 

for report vrlting vas packed and sent to NOL. The field 

vork vas completed, and the draft report submitted on 2 June 

1962. 

Upon return to the Naval Ordnance Uboratory, the Hard- 

tack playback system vas modified to pemit simultaneous 

playback of all data and timing channels through a string 

galvanometer recorder. All EPT records vere replayed and 

remeasured for electronic computer data reduction. Hev cali- 

brations vere obtained for both BC and EPP gages. The sound 

velocity-depth profile data vas used vlth refraction theory 

to correct the pressure measurements to free field values. 

The final report ws completed. 

2.6 COMPOTATIOK OP SHOCK ARRIVAL TIMES 

Application of the shock vave ranging method of deter- 

Bining the depth of burst of Shot S-wrd Fish vas made diffi- 

cult by shock vave-velocity changes in the ocean vater at 

the test site and the uncertainty of the burst location 

relative to the gage linee. Refraction computational codes 
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used in studying sound props«atlon In the se« do not include 

corrections for finite-aaplltude »res and are not conveniently 

arranged for determining arrival tlws at specific points in 

space. To mke the computations for Snord Pish, a simplified 

computing program vas set vp that used straight-line propaga- 

tion and corrected for high-amplitude shock and the local 

sound velocity as determined from the sound-velocity profile. 

The change In ray path length due to ray curvature for Snord 

Fish through distances from 0 to 3,000 feet vas found to be 

negligihle by comparing a straight path and a curved ray path 

computed using a code that did include refraction. The pro- 

gram is described here because it was a tool, part of the 

procedure for making the test, and «as not dependent on data 

acquisition for its development. 

Computation of shock arrival times: A plot of pressure 

versus shock velocity was made using data from Reference 11. 

An empirical equation vas derived expressing the shock velo- 

city as a function of pressure: 

Ü - c(z) + aP + bP2 (2.6) 

Where:   U      « shock velocity, ft/sec 

c(z) « velocity of sound expressed as a function of 

depth, ft/sec 

P       ■ shock wave pressure, psi 

a      - 2.902 x 10'2, ft-in2/lb-8ec 

b       - 1.299 x 10"T, ft2-inVlb?sec2 
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The equation used for expressing pressure at any point 

»long a path as a function of the distance from the charge 

Is (Reference 12): 

P - U.38 x 106 (Y1/3/*)1'13 (2.T) 

Where: Y - yield, let 

R « slant range, feet 

The equation used for expressing the depth as a function of 

the distance along the path from the charge to the gage 

position is: 

»('°-0> U.8) 
o  VH2 * (z0 - G)2 

Where: i   * depth at *hich shock velocity is being evaluated, 

feet 

z   - depth of burst, feet 
o 

G » depth of gage, feet 

H ■ horizontal range from charge to gage string, 

feet 

After substituting Equation 2.7 for P in Equation 2.6, and 

dividing both sides of Equation 2.6 by I1/3, the reduced 

shock velocity is: 
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Where:   L   - H^, ft/ktl/3 

Ü. - dL/dt, ftM     /■•<! 

»• - »(U.33 x 10°) 

V - b(U.38 x 106)2 

In order to get the shock front arrival time, T, Equation 

2.9 must be Integrated: 

11/3J ,w SPvlp ^o      c(z) + a'^j       + b .£) 

+ T     (2.10) o 

vhere T arid L must be determined. The method uaed to deter- 

mine L and T is as follows: 
o    o 

P1 - K (T^X'
1-" 

The boundary conditions used are Pj^ » P2, *en Pj^ equals 

25,000 psi, and ^ equals 31 kt (Wlgvam conditions), therefore: 

L - 96.U9 ft/kt1'3. 
o 

The value for T   for any yield, I, was found in a similar 
o 

manner and is expressed as: 
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T   - 0.0112 T1'3 sec 
o 

Th« ralue of 25,000 ptl for the pressure limit \»s used, 

because Equation 2.7 is not considered reliable for higjher 

pressures. 

Equation 2.10 ws prograamed, using a Gaussian Quadrature, 

and tested by using the Wigvan profile and comparing computed 

arrival times with measured values at a range of 11,000 feet. 

Differences of less than 1.0 msec between the two values were 

obtained, and this accuracy was Judged adequate for the 

Intended use. 
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TABLE 2.1        INSTRUMENTATION DATA FOR EACH 
INSTRUMENTED POINT. 

For location of itatione, see Figure» 2.1 and 2.2. 

Station Depth   Type Oage Gage Tape Channel* 

Number of Number Element Recorder 
Gage Size number 

feet inches 

1 25   BCb 

to 
1,000 
every 

25 feet 

3/8 

"    50   PEc»a 1,868 l//f 1 

375 1,9M5 ^l 7 
700 1,63^ 1-1/8 2 

1,025 1,638 ^ü! 8 
1,350 1,639 l-l/8e 3 
1,675 1,U01 2 9 

1. 

1,995 1,U03 2 4 
6 360.02 Hr 

2 50   BC 
to 

1,000 
every 

50 feet 

25   BC 
to 

975 
every 

50 feet 

3/Ö 

5/32 

2 50   PE 1,865 ^l 12 1 
375 1,635 1-1/8 12 '( 

700 1,630 1-1/8 12 2 
1,025 1,657 l-l/8e 12 8 
1,350 1,61*0 l-l/8e 12 3 
1,675 1,1*07 2 12 9 
1,995 1,1*00 2 12 i* 

w * w * 
360.02 Hz 12 6 
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TABLE 2.1        (Continued) 

Station Depth   Type Qage 0«ge Tape Channel* 

Nunber of Number Element Recorder 
(i«ge Size Rumber 

feet Inches 

3 25   BC 
to 

1,000 
every 

25 feet 

5/32 

25    PE 1,9^1 7^ 
17 1 

50 1A56 7<8
B 

17 7 

375 1,658 l-l/8e 17 2 
8 

TOO 1,582 2 17 

1,025 1,586 2 17 3 
9 
1+ 

10 
6 

1.350 1,585 2 17 

1,675   " 
2,000 

1,61+1+ 
1,58U 

36O.OI+ Hz 

2 
2 

17 
17 
17 

k 25   PE 1,583 2 5 1 

50 1,61+6 2 5 7 

375   vmr l+C LC-10 5 2 
0 

700 1+D LC-10 5 8 
1 ^r w 

982 1+E LC-10 5 3 

1,307 
1,632 

1+F 
1+G 

LC-10 
LC-10 

5 
5 

9 
1+ 

1,957 1+H 
360.01+ Hz 

LC-10 5 
5 

10 
6 

5 20    PE 1,575 1-1/8« 9 1 
y 

30 1,576 l-l/8e 9 7 
n 

kO 1,1+01+ 2 9 8 

50 1,1+05 2 9 2 
6 36O.OI+ Hz 9 

6 200   PEH 
36O Hz 

LC-32 Sony 1 
2 

» Channel 5 of each recorder vas the reference channel. 
11 Three bell crusher gages mounted in each block.   Fourth 

mounting hole used with PE bracket. 
c Tourmaline piezoelectric gage. 
d Four-pile gage unless otherwiee noted. 
e Eight-pile gage. .       * f Lead zirconate-titanate piezoelectric hydrophone igage;. 
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\     STATIONS   USS AOERHOLM 
S   (12,000- FOOT RANGE) 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

A STATION 4 USS MOLAUA 
■    (l«,500-FOOT RANGE) 

(STATION 3 USS BAUSELL 
{5,100-FOOT RANGE) 

STATIONS   USS MONTICELLO 
.   (27,000-FOOT RANGE) 

< 

90» 

M^~\ 

\ 

\ 

iSTATION2 PLATFORM! 
(3,000-FOOT RANGE) 

STATION I   PLATFORM 2 
"   (2.000-FOOT RANGE) 

SURFACE  ZERO 

Figure 2.1       Planned locations of pressure-measuring stations. 
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I 
33«* 

I     STATION 4 

USS MOLALA 
Rangt 20,250 Ft 

■USS MONTICELLO 

Rangt  23,800 Ft 

Figure 2.2 
•Utloas. 

STATION 3 
USS BAUSELL 
Rangt 6,460 Ft 

STATION 2 
• Platform I 

Rangt/4.280 Ft 

STATION I 
»l Platform 2 

Rangt 3.120 Ft 

♦ sz 

Actual deduced location« of pressure-measuring 
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p0 , PSI    THE HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE CORRECTION TERM 

200 300 400 500- 

 1 —T 1 
100 T 

0   I 0.1562-INCH-DIAMETER BALLS 
(LOT 2-9-56     No. 7) 

P0   | 0.375-INCH-DIAMETER BALLS 
(LOT 5-21-56   No. 1 ) 

POJBOTH SIZES OF BALL 

J 

Figure 2.4        Initial ball deformation and the hydrostatic pressure 
correction term, copper balls. 
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1250 

PSI 

260 

SHOT NO. 874   (-92 PSI) 

  GAGE NO. 1774   (0.25" STD) 
 GAGE NO. 1575   (1.125" SF) 

(•) 

PSI    380 ■ 

PSI 

(b) 

(c) 

1MSEC 

Figure 2.5        Dynamic calibration shock waves. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESUUFS 

All of the five electronic recorders functioned and 

vere recovered.   Table 3-1 indicates the quality of record 

obtained from each electronic gage.    Ninety-seven percent of 

the EPT gages yielded some information.   The cutting of the 

gage string at Station k and the dropping of the recorder at 

Station 2 caused most of the loss of data.   The reason for 

loss of the fiducial signal at Station k is unknovn; the 

early fiducial signal at Station 3 «as caused by one of many 

spurious signals generated there. 

Hinety-one percent of the BC gage records were usable. 

Snail deformations on most of the remainder were attributed 

to water leakage. 

3.1   BECORDS ATO MEASURQffiHTS 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the type of record obtained from 

the EPT gages at locations tfiere refraction or anomalous 

surface cutoff did not obviously distort the wave shape. 

The particular record shown was obtained at Station 3 »t the 

2,000-foot depth.   Figure 3*2 illustrates a record obtained 

at a location, Station k, at the 982-foot depth, ediere refrac- 

tlon (ibvlously affected the amplitude and wave shape. 

Times, T, and pressures, P, were measured at or near 
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pointt dMl«n*ttd E^ B2, etc., in figurei 3-1 •ni 3.2.   Th« 

Tmriout «rtntt v«rt idtntiflad as follow: 

E. - direct ihock «wre arrlral 

E - nudouB shock mrt prtssur«, if difftrent fron E. 

E - beginning of surface reflection mve front 

E - end of surface reflection vare front 

E. - beginning of cavitatlon pulse 

E ■ surf&ce reflection of E^ 

Er ■ beginning of bottom reflection 
6 

E_ - a Mjor peak in the bottom reflection 

Eg - 'lurface reflection of E^ 

E , E10—other events (See discussion, Section 4.5.) 

^.1.1   Event Time on EPT Records.   Arrival times vere 

measured using the 360-cp8 time base and relative to the 

fiducial tnark, or, in its absence, a shock wave arrival on 

a specified channel.   The composite error from station to 

station in the recording of the fiducial signal «as estimated 

to be less than 0.1 msec,   furthermore, the difference fron 

one time base to another ms estimated to be less than 1.5 

msec over a period of 10 seconds.   Each tine base vas cali- 

brated, and these calibrations were used in computing the 

arrival times shown in Table 3.2. 

Since event times were measured on the Visicorder records, 

and all data chanr.. u were played back simultaneous^, identi- 

fication of certain pressure pulses from channel to channel 
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mi rtl*tlv«ly —My. On th« other hand, iomt pulses vsrt of 

such lov «npUtuds and of such slowly ehanglng pressure that 

positive identification was difficult. 

^.1.2 presr"" MsaaasaassSii IS SsEsa» ^ ««»w*1 

spheres from the BC gages vere measured two or three times. 

At San Diego, they were measured either with micrometer 

calipers or with a special depth gage micrometer and Jig- 

At NOL, the balls were remeasured once or twice using microm- 

eter calipers.   The results of these measurements are given 

in Tables 3.3, 1*, »nd 3.5- 

Station 1 measurements are recorded under P, the distance 

between flats.   The deformation used in calculating the pres- 

sure is the ball diameter minus P and is recorded as X^. 

Where all P values at one depth were about the same, they 

were averaged and a single value entered.   Since all three 

balls from a given depth were stored in a single envelope, 

It was fretiuently impossible to match San Diego and NOL 

readings accurately.   Where P values could be paired, and 

obvious differences in level existed, the average XB for each 

ball was recorded. 

Station 2 measurements made at San Diego were recorded 

directly as X, the deformation read with the depth micrometer. 

Measurements from San Diego and BOL were treated as at Station 

1 to obtain pressure values. 

Station 3 deformation measurements made at San Diego 

were recorded only to the nearest 0.001 inch and thus were 
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not of •ufflclent accumcy for use in thli report. Onljr the 

HOL aeasurementt tre reported; they generaUy agreed vlth the 

San Diego meaeurements. 

Ueing X , eitV.«r average or Iridivldual, the value of K^ 
IB 

for use in Equation 2.1 vae determined from Figure 2.3. The 

initial deformation Xo, and the hydrostatic pressure correc- 

tion, P , for each depth vere determined from Figure 2.k. 

The peak pressure nas then calculated using Equation 2.1 and 

recorded as P^ (for individual readings) or as Pave for 

all three balls as a group. 

Some individual values are not reported; the very soall 

deformations indicated that water had leaked into the gage 

and prevented nomml piston travel. Where the individual 

values showed large scatter, some discrimination in averaging 

seemed advisable. At depths of 125, 150, and 250 feet on 

Station 1, one or more of the three balls showed very large 

defomations. Since at most depths the hydrostatic pressure 

vas sufficient to press the piston-ball-anvil assembly tightly 

together, excess deformation due to Impact loading (analogous 

to piston retaining spring failure at shallow depths) w 

considered unlikely. For reasons explained in Section ^.3, 

the large deformations are believed to represent real pres- 

sure pulses. The value favored *ere large values occur Is 

indicated (l). If two values are favored, they are marked 

(2) and their average given below the average for all three 

spheres. 
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The non-Unew gage calibratlOM wre used In ccRnputlng Aock 

mve preuures In tvo v^s.   AU preewret on a record vere 

first calculated using the process described In Section 2.2.6. 

Then the resulting shock *ere pe-k pressure ws used to deter- 

mine the gage calihration.and this value vas used as a constant 

to recalculate all subsequent pressure values.   Values cal- 

culated using toe first method are labeled 'Variahle calibra- 

tion" in this report; those calculated using the second 

method are labeled "fixed callhration".   The latter values 

are analogous to values that vould be obtained by uaing dynam- 

ic shots at the exact pressure developed by the Sword Fish 

shot peak pressures to determine a constant gage KA.   Thus, 

this process approxlnates the one used on Wigvam (Reference 

2) and Hardtack (Reference 5); and pressures, other parameters, 

and yields derived using the "fixed calibration" are compara- 

ble to those from other nuclear explosions.   Since the effects 

of gage apparent nonlinearity on pressure measurements have 

not been resolved, some Svord Pish data is reported using 

both methods of calibration. 

AU the reported pressures are overpressures relative 

to the hydrostatic pressure at the gage depth.   Bottom 

reflection pressures are reported relative to the apparent 

ambient pressure Just prior to the pulse arrival.   This 

method of measuring v». considered desirable because either 

residual pressures from the direct shock vave or bubble, 
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Instrumwrt drift, or gage hy«t«reii« WBetiiDes caused »n 

appreciable shift in the record base line from the position 

prior to shock *ave arrival. 

Peak preesure, P., pressure at start-of-cutoff| Pg» and 

pressure at the end-of-cutoff, ?y  at the P081*10118 ^lere 

the shock nave had a more or less exponential shape are given 

in Table 3.6. For other positions, the tnaximum shock vave 

pressure, P , and the time, tm, of the maximum after initial 

shock arrival are given. Also given are the maximum pressures 

measured in the cavitation pulse, P^_5, and the bottom reflec- 

tion, P/^ . Where the peak pressure of the exponential 

shock vave ws obtained by extrapolation of the semilogarithmic 

function back to zero time, it is denoted as P^^. 

Considering the uncertainties in the gage calibrations 

and other instrumental accuracies, it is estimated that shock 

wave peak pressures are probably accurate to about * 15 

percent, vhile pressures at cutoff and in bottom reflections 

are only accurate to about * 50 percent. 

•^.1.1» Time Constant. 9. The time constant, 9, is the 

time at which the presumably exponentially decaying pressure 

behind the shock front falls to l/e of its initial value. 

Values of 9 reported here are given in seconds. On Sword 

Fish, at most gage locations, the recorded decay was not 

exactly exponential. At some positions, refraction effects 

are believed to have been observed; at most positions, gage 

nonllnearity, or attempted corrections for it, are believed 
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to HAT« affected the date. Where diftartl« of the shock 

«eve *M excessive, 9 ms neenlngless. 

Semllog plots of pressure vtrsus time vere eade. Least 

sauare fits to Increasing numbers of data points vere perforned 

by hand computations until the time to the Ust data point 

«as greater than the resulting 9. Where cutoff exrived before 

9, e «as found by a least squares fit to the data available 

prior to arrival of the cutoff vave. The results of these 

calculations, using both "fixed" and "variable" gage calibra- 

tions (see Section 3.1.3) are given in Table 3.7- 

0 vas also derived from machine-digitized pressure-time 

recordings, using a computer program to calculate 0 and also 

the peak pressure, P^ by extrapolation of the best computed 

fit to the pressure-time curve (see Section 2.2.7). These 

values are also shovn in Table 3.7' 

^l.S Impuliyft md Energy fM Measurements. The Integral 

of pressure as a function of time (impulse, I, psi-second) 

and the Integral of pressure squared (multiplied by the factor 

pc) as a function of time (energy, E, in-lb /in2) vas calcu- 

lated to each measured point in a pressure pulse from the 

beginning of the pulse. 

At some times during pulses showing tailtiple arrivals, 

negative pressures relative to hydrostatic were observed. 

During the negative ifcases, impulse and energy decreased; 

during the subsequent positive tfiase, they again Increased, 

and so on. For the bottom reflections in particular, this 
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measurement vas rather unsatisfactory, because base line 

drift caused Urge accruals \fclch may or may not have been 

real. 

Since the Integration of the direct shock vave cculd 

not be carried out to 6.78, as is often done for high-explo- 

sive measurements, values are reported to 16, ^ftiere available, 

and also at cutoff. The energy and impulse data are given 

in Table 3*8. 

3.2 EATA FROM OTHER HIOJECTS 

Certain hydrographic and photographic data had been 

requested by this project as part of the support requirements. 

This informtlon is considered to be basic to an accurate 

interpretation of the records obtained by this project and 

is summarized here. 

^.2.1 Riotogratiiie Data. Results of the analysis of 

photographs indicate that the true surface zero «s far beyond 

the target float. The positions of the various gage strings 

away from Station 1, relative to the target as deduced from 

Project 1.2 photographs (Reference 13), are given in Table 

3.9. This Information vas combined with Information derived 

from arrival times in making Figure 2.2. 

3.2.2 Shock Wave Arrival Times. The time of arrival 

of the shock wave, relative to launch time, «as obtained by 

Project 3.1 velocity meters at pertinent locations (Reference 

1U). This Information Is given in Table 3*10. 
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3.2.3 HydrogTMhic Data. Bathythertnograjh« (HP) operated 

by naval ships and salinlty-temperature-depth neasurements by 

oceanographic vessels provided data on the acoustic properties 

in the ocean around the Sword Pish site. The Information 

pertinent to the region in vhlch pressure measurements vere 

made is summarized in a sound velocity-versus-depth graph 

(Figure 3.3) and Table 3.11. This data is consistent with 

data given in Reference 15. 

Bottom profiles vere obtained by fathometers and from 

charts. The bottom in the region of project interest was 

found to be approximately level and at a depth of about 

13,200 feet. 
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TABLE 3.9 

Gege String 

LOCATION OF GAGE STRINGS RELATIVE TO 
SURFACE ZERO AT TIME OF BURST FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS. 

Ship Bearing Distance 

Station 1 Platform 2 

'true 

332.0 

feet 

3,120 

Station 2 Platform 1 33M U,280 

Station 3 OSS BMJ5ELL 338.2 6,1^60 

Station k USS MOIAIA 338. 19,100 

Station 6 UBS MOWTICELLO 252 23,600 
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Figure 3.3       Sound velocity veraus depth at test site. 
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CHAPTER k 

MSCIBSIOK 

k.l   LOCATION OP BURST 

The method chosen to determine the depth of hurst was 

a refinement of the shock wave ranging system used on Wigwam 

to check the depth of burst and locate the bubble pulse (Ref- 

erence 2). The method requires knowledge of the gage posi- 

tioning, sound velocity structure of the water, yield of the 

weapon, range of the gage string, etc. 

The raw data was the arrival time of the shock wave at 

various gages (Table 3.2), particularly those at Station 1, 

and the sound velocity structure near the test site (Table 

3.11). Though it is possible to determine the range from 

the arrival time data, it is believed that the aerial photo- 

graphs provided a better figure, at least for Station 1. 

Using the machine conrputation program described in 

Chapter 2, an initliil set of calculations was made for sev- 

eral yields and a chosen range of depths of burst. The gage 

array was assumed to be vertical. Each gage provided two 

data points: the initial arrival and the termination of the 

surface cutoff (reflection) phenomena. The beginning of cut- 

off occurs prior to the acoustic approximation prediction 
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became of high emplltude effects ("«WBalou» cutoff") occur- 

ring at free-surface reflection (References 6, 16, and 17)• 

The surface reflection provides an image source \*xich way 

be used to determine deviation from the vertical and curva- 

ture of tae gage line. 

In order to make a quantitative measurement of the 

quality of fit of the calculated to observed data, the fol- 

loving equation vas used: 

^ - (Txa - V) " (Trc " V ^ 

Where for Stations 1 and 2: 

^T ■ difference between calculated and measured 

arrival times, seconds 

T  ■ arrival time at reference gage (1,995-foot 
ra 

depth) from Table 3.2, seconds relative to 

fiducial signal 

T  « T or T„ from Table l.Z,  depending on aether 
ga  1   3 

real or image position for a gage, seconds 

relative to fiducial signal 

T  ■ computed travel time to reference gage, seconds 
re 
T  • computed travel time to the other gage, seconds 
gc 

And for Station 3: 

T  » arrival time at reference gage (2,000-foot 
ra 

depth) from Table 3.2, seconds after first 

arrival at 375-foot gage 
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T     - T, oc T, fro» Trtl« 3.2, depending on aether 
ge       1        3 

real or Imge potltion for a gage, seconds 

after flrtt arrival at 375-foot gage 

Minor errors In gage placement or computation could 

greatly affect UC for any Individual gage.    By use of data 

from groups of gages, the effects of individual errors vere 

reduced.   Using mirrored groups (for example, the lovest six 

real gage positions and the top six image gage positions), 

the average US for each group «as obtained.   0», using the 

method of least sfjjÄres, a line vas fitted to the gage depth 

versus ÄP data for each group.   The lines' slope and intercept 

with the tS2 axis vere determined. 

In an ideal case (i.e., the gage line vertical and 

streikt, a perfectly toovn velocity structure, etc.), at only 

one depth of turst would the average ^T's for image and real 

gage groups and the slopes of the fitted lines be zero and 

the intercepts of the slopes occur at AT - 0.   It was found 

that vhen any criterion for a group of either image or real 

gages was zero for a certain depth burst, the same criterion 

for the congruent set was not zero.   ReaUzing that the array 

vas probably not stationary In the vater, assumption of a 

slant in the gage line was made, and new calculations were 

node for arrival times at different depths of burst, etc. 

A positive slant of the array showed as an increase of the 

horizontal range of the gages as one moved a>«y from the 
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•urfuce, either up Into the image »rrey or dowward Into the 

real array. 

It VM found after calculating for eeveral elauti (Table 

U.l) that there was a nearly linear relationship betveen the 

■lent and the depth of burst as determined by the parameters 

(zero slope, zero AT, or zero Intercept of slope) for Indi- 

vidual gage groups.   The array slant (in minutes) at tfcich 

each parameter became zero for congruent groups and the depth 

of burst were calculated, and the results are given in Table 

k.2. 

The individual ^T data for the gage nearest the surface 

usually deviated more from the fitted line than did the AT 

data calculated for the other gages. In an attempt to remove 

this larger deviation, calculations were made without using 

data from the near-surface gage or gages. Comparing Tables 

k.l and k.2,  it is seen that this did not improve the situa- 

tion much. 

Finally, calculations were made for Station 1 assuming 

that the two gages nearest the surface were on a vertical 

line and that a line through the other gages slanted away 

from the burst. The scatter of the average depth of burst 

as determined by the three parameters was least for this 

assumed geometry but was still within the values obtained 

using the straight, slanted array. 
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Considering the straight, slanted sjrray values, it is 

to he noted that, though the slants are not the same, 

all are in the same direction and within about one standard 

deviation of one another. Scatter of the depth of burst and 

slants is attributed to a combination of errors in calcula- 

tion of the shock velocity, errors in range of the stations, 

and individual errors in gage positioning, both vertically 

along the support cable and transversely from the geometric 

straight line. 

After the above computations were completed, the various 

machine programs were consolidated and minor errors of method 

corrected. The consolidated program assumed that the operator 

knew the range to the top of a gage line, the yield, and a 

velocity structure. The raw data was the direct wave arrival 

time and cutoff time at the gages. The program assumed in 

its first approximation that the explosion was at zero depth 

and the gage line was vertical. It then postulated bracketing 

depths of burst and gage line slant, computed arrival times 

for the four cases, computed differences, fitted lines to 

difference-versua-depth relationships, and solved for the 

three depths of burst and array slants at >ftxlch intercepts, 

averages, and slopes were zero. Then it averaged the results 

and calculated the mean deviations. 

Using this new depth of burst and slope, the program 

selected new bracketing conditions sll^tly closer to the 
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average yaluea Just found. It repeated the computation for 

a preselected nuniber of trials. After a few trials, relatlrely 

constant values of depth and slant vere attained. 

The results of the final machine computations are given 

in Table ^.3. They do not agree too well vlth the values 

given In Tables U.l and k.2, possibly because of revisions 

in the computation process or because of the choice of more 

appropriate slants and depths of burst in making the approxi- 

mtlons. Typical results from the preliminary and final 

computations are plotted in Figure U.l.        A Urge 

effect olLrange of the reccrdlng station on the depth of 

burst determination in the :lnal computations seems evident; 

this is attributed to nonlncluslon of refractive bending of 

paths. Refractive effects tend to decrease the calculated 

depth of burst; some effect would be expected even at Station 

1. 

k.2   TIME OP BURST 

launch occurred at 1301:26.100^ local time (Reference 

18),   The first fiducial pulse was transmitted at 1302:01.5812 
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local tine at the Svord Pish site.   The ihock «re arrlred 

at Station 1 at the SO-fxrt-deep gage •"« 

the fiducial signal. 

Asiuming «* » y1«" ftr0B 

the time for the shock vave to trarel fro« the 

burst point to the 50-foot-deep gage at Station 1 (3,120- ± 

10-foot horizontal range) vas calculated to be 

second.     Rounding slightly, the burst tine is then 

1302:05.909 ± 0.005 second   local time or 2002:05-909 * 0.005 

Greenwich mean time, 11 May 1902.   This is 39.809 seconds 

after launch.   ~ 

I».3   REFRACTION EFFECTS 

Refraction had several effects on the results obtained 

and the vay in «hlch they vere used.   It changed the shock 

vave pressure and thus the energy input to the target vessels. 

It changed the travel time of the shock wave to gages and 

thus the use of arrival times in calculating the depth of 

burst (see Section k.l).   The extent of the region in Aich 

anonalous surface cutoff (Reference 16) occurred was probably 

affected by ray bending near the ocean surface.   Shadow tones, 

and probably caustics, were formed. 

The effects on the shock vave pressure-time curre were 

most obvious at Station k vhere the wve shape was greatly 

distorted At 

Station 3, the nave shape vas somevhat distorted at the 
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Even at Station 1 at 

th« 375-foot depth, there ii an Indication of distortion. 

Of course, a general Increase or decrease of the pressure 

level at any gage could have been caused hy refraction with- 

out changing the vave forn; such an effect could not he dif- 

ferentiated from gage eallbratlon error. 

The ball crusher gage pressure measurements were plotted 

(Figure J*.2) as a function of depth at each of three stations. 

Some electronic gage peak pressures are also shovn on Figure 

It.2.   It Is at once clear thst the pressure versus depth is 

not a smooth function.   The deviations from smooth curves 

that might be dravn through the data points are caused by a 

combination of refraction effects and instrumental errors. 

A computer program previously developed to make refrac- 

tion effects predictions and the depth versus sound velocity 

data (Table 3.8) were used to make calculations of the sound 

intensity factor, F (F - l/sound intensity), for the Sword 

Fish condition relative to F in isovelocity water. 

A pattern of sound ray 

paths was also obtained (Figure M).    By cross plotting the 

intensity factors along the rays, it ws possible to construct 

a pattern of lines of constant relative intensity factor 

(Figure k.k).   From this pattern, the graphs of intensity 

factor versus depth at Stations 1, 2, and 3 «ere drawn (Fig- 

ure •». 5).   Exact determination of the intensity factor in 
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regions of r«y crowow does not ieem to be feaelble or 

wrthOille at preeent; therefore, the calculAted latenilty 

factor« in end beyond such regions ere approxinete.   The 

purpose of these calculatione ms to obtain factors by ifcich 

the observed peak pressures could be dirided to obtain 

theoretical isoveloclty vater peak pressure values. 

Figures h.3, k.k, and 1^.5 show that there should be 

thin isyers of hi^i and low relative intensities extending 

outward from surface xero.   Thou^i the relative Intensity 

in a ley« «sy vary with range, a single layer ahould be 

detectable at all three close-in stations.   This is indeed 

the case (Figure ^.2).   For eample, the very high pressure 

recorded at the 125-foot depth at Station 1 (Table 3.3) 1» 

probably real.   Two out of three BC gages indicated the higher 

pressure, but the evidence did not seem credible until the 

refraction calculations were complete.   The calculations did 

not show as high a relative smplitude at Station 1 as at 

Station 3, but at all three stations, an increase In pressure 

was indicated near the 125-foot depth.   It is because of 

this trend that this unusual BC data should be accepted. 

The agreement between theoretical values and measured 

values is not very good, either in depth of layer or in pres- 

sure, but more than chance correspondence certainly exists. 

The «greement seems to decrease with greater range; observed 

pressures seem to indicate relatively Kss refraction effect 
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at greater ranges than predicted.   The real effects are still 

large. 

Thoutfi the refraction effect study «as Interesting and 

probably explains some of the unusual prtssure values reported, 

It Is not sufficiently quantitative (or accurate) to assist 

In determining the yield.   Refraction theory did not in this 

case give valid correction factors for the measured peak 

pressure values, possibly because of Inadequate input data. 

k.k   YIELD CALCUIATIONS 

The yield of the weapon based on hydrodynaalc measure- 

ments and "standards determined using Wigmm data (References 

2 and 12) ms calculated using the EFT and BC measurements 

made at Statloml, 2, and 3«   Equations 2, 3, 7, and 8 given 

In Reference 12 were rearranged (and Equations 7 and 8 modi- 

fied for use out to only one time constant, 0) as follows: 

log Q - 1<^M^-6^T (,i2 ) 

lo6 Q . I2g ft - 0-^ R - Q'^T? (lf.3) 

log Q - 1OfT^0-l^7
R"V79906 <k'k) 

. loff E^ 2.0^ log R - 9.^2216 (lf#5) 
log H 1.013 
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Whew:   Q ■ yield, kilotons 

R ■ slant range, feet 

P ■ P(ball crusher) or P     (extrapolated peak pressure 
N max 

of pseudo-exponentially decaying shock vave), psl 

8 ■ tlce constant, milliseconds 

I ■ impulse, psl-sec. Integrated to 19 

E " energy flux, in-lb/in , integrated to 19 

The reason for using data out to only one tfcne constant 

vas that the shock vave duration is limited by surface cutoff. 

Most data points available for comparison of 

the nuclear shots include Information out to 19; at very 

shallow gage positions, cutoff occurred even earlier.   Pur- 

thermore, the exponential decay constant increases more 

rapidly after 19.   In other words, the shock wave decays 

approxlmtely exponentially out to 19; thereafter It decays 

more slowly.   The data after 19 are of value, but not for 

yield determination. 

Using Equation 1^.2 and ball crusher gage peak pressures 

from Tables 3-3, 3^, and 3-5, Table k.k was compiled. Fig- 

ure 1^5 shows that small displacements in depth of the layers 

my compound the refraction corrections and should thus vary 

the calculated yield excessively. Despite this, scne calcu- 

lations were mde; the results were as expected and are not 
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reported. 

Uilng the piezoelectric pressure time data from Tables 

3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 and Equations U.2, M, ^i and U.5, Tables 

4.5 and 4.6 were compiled.   In Table 4.5, the results of manual 

measurement followed by machine computation are given.   In 

Table  4.6.   the results of machine reading and analysis are 

given (see Section 2.2.7).   At each gage position, the yield 

was calculated by all the equations except *here cutoff or 

superimposed timing marks prevented determining impulse and 

energy to    1   9.   Yields calculated from two or four parameters 

at each gage position were averaged.   All yields obtained for 

each parameter at each station were averaged.   All yields at 

each station were averaged.   All yields from three stations 

were averaged.   Finally, all yields from Stations 1 and 2 

were averaged.   Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show no clear cut superiority of 

the Mchine analysis;  for some combinations of results, the 

hand analysis gives a ».mailer standard deviation.    But for 

Station 2, the yield is brouglt close to that for Station 1 

and the standard deviation to a relatively very low value. 

It is believed that this is a result of the more accurate 

determination of 9, which of course affects both impulse and 

energy measurements to 1 9. 

Only raw data with no correction for refraction gave 

the yields in Table k.k.   Many of the BC gages were in regions 

where the peak pressure was generally reduced by refraction 
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effects. Vhere BC gages end PE gages vere paired, the K 

values were generally lower than PE ralues. When average BC 

and PE peak pressure yields are compared (Tables 4.4 through 4.6), 

the same trend of smaller BC value is evident. A slight trend 

of apparent Increase in yield with increasing range for both 

types of gage is also evident. 

Since most past comparisons of chemical and nuclear 

explosions leaned heavily on PE data, somewhat more weight 

is given to the PE values in selecting a single yield value 

for Sword Fish. Aversging of yields from the four parameters, 

P  . ft. I. and "E,tends to smooth the effect of low peak pres- 
max' 
sure coupled with long time constant such as was measured at 

the Station 1, 700-foot-depth position. There are many fac- 

tors affecting the PE results: gage calibration, gage size 

effects, and nonlinearity of system response. At low pressures 

such as were observed at Station 3, these factors tend to 

give a high reading of pressure. Station 3's higher yield 

value may have been caused by refraction and this system 

error working together. The average individual yield values 

for Stations 1 and 2 have low scatter, as the data are less 

affected by refraction, and the secondary gage calibration 

effects are less at higher pressures. Therefore,the average 

of the machine analysis values from Stations 1 and 2 has been 

selected as the best underwater shock wave measure for Sword 

Fish. This yield value is 
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U.J    OTHER IKENaiEIÄ 

Surface cutoff it all deep, close-in ga«es vas regular; 

that Is, the reflected wave caused a rapid, linear decrease 

in pressure as shown at the bottom of Figure 3.1 between Tg 

and T .   Since the Wigvam and Wahoo cutoff times agreed veil 

with theoretical predictions, cutoff times were used in Sec- 

tion k.lto aid in the determination of the depth of burst. 

No calculations concerning the theoretical rate of decrease 

in pressure nor of the negative wave velocity as affected by 

its propagation through the tall of the shock wave were made. 

The" shape of the cutoff wave agreed qualitatively with 

that expected.   At Stations 1 and 2, there ms no evidence 

of anomalous cutoff; none of the slanting part of the negative 

wave front reached the shock front. 

At Station 3, there msy have been anomalous cutoff, but 

it is not possible to determine this from the shape of the 

shock wave because of the long rise time of the recording 

system which distorts short pulses.   The record obtained at 

50 feet can be extrapolated back to correct for system response. 

This gives a peak pressure value essentially In agreement with 

the free water value; hence, anomalous cutoff has had negli- 

gible effect here.   The record at 25 feet, however, gives too 

low a value with any reasonable extrapolation; anomalous cut- 

off probably occurred at this depth. 

At Station 5, anomalous cutoff apparently occurred at 
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all four gage depth..   At Station k, the shallov gag« were 

in a definite shadov zone, and no regular cutoff occurred. 

Though the deepest gages failed to record proper^, the one 

at 1,957-foot depth indicated a regular shocX vave arrival. 

'A group of pressure «ves reflected fro« the bottom of 

the ocean and underlying layers of denser rode vas observed 

at all stations.    The first arrival time (Tg In Table 1.2) 

measured at each station relative to the shock vave arrival 

iadicated the bottom depths listed in Table   4.7.   A Urge 

peak in the pressure vaves vas measured at Stations 3 and k, 

and its arrival time (T7 In Table 3-2) indicated a good 

reflecting layer (subbottom) at depths also shovn in Table 

4.7.    (A sound velocity of 11,WC ft/sec vas assumed in the 

ocean bottom sediments.) 
A second group of *aves that had traveled fro« the burst 

to the bottom, thence to the surface, to the bottom, and then 

to the gage, vas observed at Stations 3, k, 5, and 6 (later 

pulse in Table 3-2).   ^ *<**» and 8UbbOtt0n ^ P0StU" 

Uted on the basis of arrival times from the second bottom 

reflections are also given in Table  4.7. 

In both groups of reflections, the rearrlval of some of 

the pulses aft.r reflection fro« the surface after passing 

the gage ™ detectable at some positions (Tg in Table 3-2 

for the first subbottom reflection). 

The data from Table 4.7 vere averaged.    It appears that 
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the ocean bottom \ms »t a depth of about 13,^00 feet with a 

win reflecting layer at a depth of about 17,000 feet. The 

bottom depth Indicated Is about 200 feet greater than previ- 

ously reported (Reference IS). It Is possible that Project 

1.1 did uot detect reflections from the soft clay bottom but 

only from harder underlying rock layers, the first of Which 

may have occurred according to Reference 18 at 13,3^0 4 60 

feet. 

The peak pressure of a shock vave that traveled a free- 

vater path equal In length to that of the bottom reflection 

vas calculated for selected gage positions.   The calculated 

peak pressures arc compared with the measured wlues of the 

bottom reflection in Table 4.8 and the ratio of the pressure 

of the reflected xave to that of the free-vater path (bottom 

reflection coefficient) tabulated. 

It is apparent that the method of reading the analog 

record determines the absolute pressure in the bottom reflec- 

tions.   This is because of the way the ramp calibration is 

interpreted in hand and machine record analysis.   In reading 

by hand, gear noise msy be interpreted as a change in cali- 

bration, but actual values measured on the calibration ramp 

are used,    '"hen analyzed by machine, the gear noise Is sup- 

pressed In an averaging process, but negative ramp deflections 

are obtained by backward extrapolation.    As » result, the hand 

values may be more nearly correct on an absolute scale but 
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less accurate because of noise. 

The reflections from the deep layer(s) are definitely 

stronger than the first arrival.    No strong trend of bottom 

reflection coefficient vith increasing horizontal range is 

discernible.   Prom the pressure data and the bathymetric- 

geologlcal data available, it is impossible to drav any con- 

clujions concerning the magnitude of the bottom reflection 
coefficient, its dependence on bottom composition, the effects 

of focusing, or the effect of pulse smplitude on the coef- 

ficient. 

Measurements of bottom reflection impulse and energy 

vere not attempted at Stations 1, 2, and 3 because of record 

interpretation difficulties. 

Project 3.1 (Reference Ik) reported that the bottom 

reflection vas more damaging to the target vessels than the 

direct shock vave.    Project 1.1 results a. Station 3 confirmed 

these conclusions.   At Stations k and 6, the bottom reflection 

seemed to observers to be much more violent than the direct 

vave.    Project 1.1 records at Stations h, 5, and possibly 6 

corroborated that observation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COWCUBIORS 

The resulti of th« shot fired under the Sword Fleh con- 

dition«, of found velocity profile, bottom depth, bottom 

composition, and entry trajectory were a« follows: 

1. The hydrodynamlc yield was found to be equivalent 

to The depth of burst was 

The time of burst was 39.8095 * 0.010 second   after the 

launch «ero time.   The geograjhlc surface zero position ws 

not determined by this project but ws about 3|120 feet 

from Platform 2 (project Station l). 

2. Refraction effects 'were detected in electronic 

pressure measurements to a depth of U50 feet at li,200 feet 

standoff and to greater depths at larger standoffs.    Refrac- 

tion effects in mechanical measurements of peak pressures 

were observed as close as 3»120 feet. 

3. The bottom reflection was more powerful than the 

direct shock wave at ranges of more than 

k.   No bubble pulse was detected at any range. 
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AFFEHDIX 

MECHANICAL SHOCK MEASURQffiMPS ^ 

MeaBurement of the peak shock experienced by Platforms 

1 and 2, vhlle not in the original Project 1.1 plan, ^s 

undertaken to provide data on future platfonn designs.   The 

platforms used in the Svord Pish test are typical of those 

generally used in the lethal region of undervater explosions. 

(U)    The »hocks experienced by the platforms vere considerably 

lower than those predicted and below the useful range of the 

accelerometers used.    Hevertheless, information on how the 

accelerometers were used and what they yielded is presented 

for whatever value it may have in future tests. 
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A.l   HOL COPPER BALL ACCEUBOMETERS 

The copper ball accelerometer (Reference 19) i» * **X- 

recording mechanical device used to measure peak acceleration. 

HOL accelerometers are of two types:    (l) the conventional 

type designed to record a single shock pulse, and (2) the g 

discriminating type designed to record portions of complex 

or multiphase shocks.   The HDL Mod 5 and Mod 6 accelerometers 

were used for the Sword Pish tests. 

AU accelerometers used on Sword Pish had »hock-actuated 

discriminators that mechanically control recording time. The 

devices allow the accelerometers to record only for several 
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«lllisecondt during the initial shock.   Recording tine depends 

on the level of shock.    Based on s predicted Station velocity 

change of 16 ft/sec, the Mod 5 accelerometer recording time 

would have been about 5-2 msec and the Mod 6 time about 3-9 

msec.   At Station 2, the predicted velocity change vas 6 ft/sec. 

The corresponding recording time for the Mod 5 accelerometer 

would have been about 13-9 msec and the Mod 6 time about 

10.lt msec.   This discriminating feature vas essential because 

several shocks were expected to occur in close time sequence 

during the test.   Also, it insured that gear that nay have 

broken loose during shock and crashed to the deck did not 

affect the accelerometer readings. 

At Station 1, six acceleroneters were used, covering a 

range of shock from about 200 to 20,000 g.   At Station 2, 

two accelerooeters covered a range of shock from 200 to 

6,000 g.   The natural frequency of the accelerometers ranged 

from 565 to 1,1^9 cps. 

(U) A.2   ACCEI£ROMETER M0UNT3 

The Station 1 accelerometers vere mounted in an escape 

float; those at Station 2 were mounted directly to the deck. 

Figure A.l shows schematically the escape float rig and 

identifies the location of the Station 2 accelerometers. 

The Station 1 platform was considered to be near the lethal 

range of the explosion, and there was some possibility it 

would sink.   The escape float, made of hard pine, was secured 
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to the deck, clear of other gear, vlth a vlre rope sling. 

The .ling, shovn in Figure A.l, included a tumbuckle and a 

MK 3 Mod 3 mine release.   If the barge sank, the hydrostatic 

release vas to free the sling and allo« the float to rise to 

the surface.   The accelerooeters were mounted in the cavity 

of the float on an aluminum plate.   The plate made up the 

bottom of the float a«l rested hard against a rigid member 

of the barge. 
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